Every single learning simulation process in the literature refers to a certain type of learning. Therefore, a mediumterm project to develop the mathematical models that simulate preassociative, associative, and cognitive learning computationally is of great interest. These models would be integrated in one agent, which could behave in a complex and dynamic environment depending on the conditions of the context and its own previous learning. In this project, the first process to be simulated is habituation, as it is considered a necessary condition for the development of other more complex ones such as classical, associative, and operant processes.
Differentially with respect to other response decrements such as adaptation or fatigue, the phenomenon of habituation is defined by various characteristics, among which are noteworthy the following (Groves & Thompson, 1970; Thompson & Spencer, 1966) :
1. Exponential decrease of the strength of the response at repeated stimulus presentation. 2. Spontaneous response recovery after concluding habituation training. 3. Faster habituation for lower intensity stimuli. 4. Faster habituation with short inter-stimulus intervals (ISI). With these characteristics, habituation has a relevant role-in the sense that is a necessary condition for more complex processes-which consists of "filtering out" stimuli that, due to lack of activation value, are irrelevant for the simulated agent, making it unnecessary to respond to them. The activation value of a stimulus is its ability to produce a certain response in the agent, such as, in our case, the simulated orienting response. This filtering role can be specified (Sokolov, 1963) taking into account that the stimuli experienced by the agent must be recognized as novel or familiar, habituated or not. Initially, a novel stimulus will produce a high activation level whereas the level of a familiar stimulus will be much lower than at first presentation. According to Innis and Staddon (1989) , a familiar stimulus is habituated if the activation increase at time t is no higher than the activation produced at first presentation. Consequently, the simulation agent should recognize whether the stimulus is familiar or novel and also calculate its activation. When comparing A and B, if the agent recognizes that Stimulus A is the same as the immediately preceding Stimulus B, it should calculate the Stimulus A activation as a function of Stimulus B activation. Otherwise, it will calculate the A activation as if it were a novel stimulus.
There are various habituation simulation models to reproduce the data of the defining characteristics, in addition to the filtering role mentioned herein. Following Stanley's (1976) first computational model about short-term habituation, the model proposed by Innis and Staddon (1989) reproduces the dependence of habituation speed with respect to the ISI, as well as its characteristic negative exponential curve. The models of Wang and Hsu (1990) and Wang and Arbib (1992) propose two differential equations that interact and adequately predict habituation with short and long ISIs, and fit Ewert's (1984) data of the orienting response of toads and frogs to simulated prey. In a later model proposed by Wang (1994) , first term calculates the speed of spontaneous recovery as a function of the time between stimuli when using a sigmoidal logistic function, whereas second term of the function calculates the activation value at any time t as an effect of the stimulation at t-1. Later works such as those of Staddon and Higa (1996) simulate the effects of the presentation rate on recovery (rate sensitivity), introducing different units of chained processing that, depending on their peripheric or central position in the chain, intervene at short or long interstimuli time scales. The models proposed by Staddon (Staddon, 2002; Staddon & Higa, 1996 , 1999 simulate the recovery phenomenon as a function of the presentation rate by means of reiterations of the model at different architectural units, and the authors conjecture that it is not possible to reproduce two time scales in the same Markovian model, either in habituation or in conditioning. Thus, for example, they suggest that in habituation, the effect of reduced stimulus habituation at long ISIs cannot be reproduced at the same time as the effect of reduced spontaneous recovery because of the difference of time scales.
With these antecedents, we decided to elaborate a formal model-in Church's (1997) sense in that its variables are not meant to have clear psychological or biological correspondences-to calculate the activation level mainly as a function of the stimulus novelty at each moment. For this purpose, the model should identify events from the context and compare their characteristics with any other event the activation of which it may have calculated previously, and decide whether or not the event is novel (Sokolov, 1963) . Second, the model should calculate the activation level for any novel or familiar stimulus with which it comes into contact. For this purpose, the model should comprise a dynamic system with two difference functions; as proposed in the model of Wang (1994) , the model is completely Markovian because each one of its states summarizes the past, retaining all the relevant information and therefore, its state at time t depends only on its state at time t-1. The model should also be easy to implement on a computer and be constructed logically to facilitate the future integration of functions still to be built for simulation of associative and cognitive learning. In this sense, and as the model is planned to be implemented in an agent that will perform in a multi-stimulus environment and therefore one with considerable demand, it must allow parallel processing of various stimuli. Lastly, the model should work in real discrete time, for example, 1 second, and not only in terms of trials. This is particularly important (Van Gelder & Port, 1995) for simulation of processes in which intertrial time relations-which otherwise could hardly be representedplay a relevant role (Sutton & Barto, 1990 ).
SIMULATION OF THE FILTERING ROLE OF HABITUATION
The goal of this work is to show that certain functions made with the above-mentioned characteristics fit real data adequately, reproducing the typical habituation decrement as a function of stimulus intensity, faster habituation in the case of short ISIs, and spontaneous response recovery, which implies constructing a model that filters out stimuli, as occurs in habituation.
Method

The Proposed Habituation Functions
In the proposed model, stimulus activation at a certain time is the sum of two factors. First, the trace is a process of exponential activation decrement with respect to a maximum value that occurs at stimulus presentation. Second, potential activation is a process of recovery of the availability of a previously habituated stimulus that is reactivated if presented after a certain interval. These ideas are formalized in a system that is fit with two difference functions, A t and D t , as displayed below.
The activation function A t is defined as follows:
where λ·A t-1 is the trace and S t ·D t the potential activation. λ is a parameter that determines the speed of activation decrement, that is, the trace left by the stimulus. It is a free parameter that can range between 0 and 1. For plausibility, and to allow for a reasonable level of future associative learning, we chose a high value (starting at 0.80) for this parameter.
A t-1 is the activation of an element at time t-1 prior to the present. The first time the stimulus is presented, this value is null, and activation is defined as a function of the remaining factors commented upon below.
S t is the stimulus intensity at time t. When the stimulus is absent, S t = 0, the second part of the expression is null, and only the stimulus trace affects activation. If the stimulus is present, its intensity value can range between 0 and 1. D t is the availability function of the element to be activated at a new presentation of the stimulus.
Function D t is defined as follows:
The first case, when the stimulus is present and therefore, has a non-null value, is defined as:
(2) S t where: parameter ξ is defined as ξ = 0.5 (1-λ) and should have a very low value so that, together with the quotient of the aforementioned terms A t and S t , it causes this equation to produce a brusque and immediate decrease in function D t , and it also causes the stimulus to have low potential activation when presented at very short ISIs, and a lower reinitiation level at each presentation because of its progressively lower activation. This allows simulation of the exponential decrement of the activation value, even when the stimulus is presented continuously without rest periods, although much slower than the simple trace of a momentary stimulus that is not repeated.
Parameter ε indicates the point of equilibrium of a stimulus when it is presented continuously and it predicts precisely the long-term activation of the element; it facilitates the non-null value of the asymptote where activation finally converges. This parameter-also free, like Se λ-has been defined thus: If the stimulus is presented continuously and ε = 0.01, the long-term percentage of the initial level of activation will be 1%; if ε = 0.02, the level converges at 2%, and so on. Independently of the value of λ and of the intensity employed, the asymptote of this percentage will be 100·ε. The difference between using a low value or a high value of λ lies in the speed with which the asymptote value is reached, being slightly slower for higher values of λ.
The second above-mentioned case, where the stimulus is absent, is defined as follows:
which turns into:
another difference function, strictly incremental, where: the first term, D t-1 , is the level of availability at time t-1. The second term, with the participation of parameter κ and the aforementioned A t-1 , is responsible for the fact that the function increases more slowly as the stimulus is presented; as the activation produced will be increasingly lower, the increment rate of function D t will also be lower. The values of κ are the following:
When the value of ε is 0:
For any other value of ε, the previous estimation is used and the following formula applied:
These two expressions were obtained by varying parameters λ and ε by .001 and observing the values of κ that produced similar habituation curves concerning decrement rate and stabilization level, even when λ and ε varied.
The third term includes parameter ρ for the recovery rate and the asymptote at which a stimulus stabilizes after a sufficient number of presentations. This allows the function to continue incrementing when activation is very low, either because there is no longer any appreciable stimulus trace, or because the activation produced by its presentation has a very low value; in other words, it expresses the point of equilibrium for both system functions after several stimulus presentations.
The expression of parameter ρ, obtained similarly to parameter κ, is:
Function D t , taken as a whole, and integrated in turn in the activation function A t (Equation 1), provides a variable value that, when multiplied by the stimulus intensity when it is present, produces a brusque increment of function A t , taking into account that the magnitude of this increment will be progressively less each time, which is the key of habituation.
Dynamic of the Model
As the expression of the described functions, A t should be equal to the intensity of the stimulus at first presentation. As time passes and the stimulus is not presented again, it will leave a trace whose decrement is exponential with a more or less pronounced slope, depending on the value of λ.
If the same stimulus is presented over time, its activation will change with function A t , which in turn includes D t . The activation will no longer only be due to the stimulus intensity, but rather the result of successive stimulus presentations. When the stimulus reappears, the corresponding value of the potential activation, which is the product of stimulus intensity S t and the value of function D t , is added to the trace of function A t .
Procedure
After implementing the aforementioned habituation model in the agent, allowing the calculus of function of A t for any new stimulus, we prepared a context to compare the experimental data obtained by Rankin and Broster (1992) with the nematod Caenorhabditis elegans. These data are measurements of the strength of the responses to a series of light knocks of constant intensity on the Petri plate. In this work, several experiments were performed, varying the ISI. We tried to reproduce the data of the habituation process for three values of ISI (10, 30, and 60 seconds) as well as the response recovery with a delay of 0.5, 5, 10, and 20 minutes. In order to compare our predictions with the reference data, we defined the strength of the orienting response as the value of the activation A t at stimulus presentation when S t ≠ 0.
Parameters κ and ρ were fitted to the data of the experiments of Rankin and Broster (1992) of higher ISIs (60 and 30 seconds conjointly), obtaining the values expressed in Equations 4, 5, and 6 that reduce the sum of the absolute differences for these ISIs to the minimum. Subsequently, the values obtained were tested with the data from a large number of ISIs ranging between 0 and 100 seconds, and in particular 10 seconds. For this purpose, we employed a LabVIEW development computer tool, which was adapted to virtual instrumentation and was very useful for performing simulations.
Under these conditions, the agent was submitted to an habituation session with completely novel stimuli, producing the orienting response data that were subsequently analyzed.
Results
First, we will describe the behavior of the elaborated functions. In Figure 1 are displayed the effect of the presentation at second 3 of a high intensity stimulus (0.90) and another subsequent one of lower intensity (0.50) on the trace-the first part of the activation function-when the second part is zero because the stimulus was not presented again. Under these conditions, activation depends exclusively on the intensity with which the stimuli were presented.
In Figure 2 can be observed-solid line-the evolution of function A t when it integrates the values of function D t for three presentations of the stimulus at 10-second intervals, when this function takes on its maximum values. Function D t alone-dotted line-which reinitiates by calculating Equation 3 every time the stimulus reappears, that is, at the values of t for which S t is different from 0. In this case, function D t takes on a sigmoidal form for high values of parameter λ, and a key event for simulation of habituation occurs: The global slope of this curve decreases with each presentation of the stimulus. This characteristic is obtained in the simulation as a result of introducing A t in Equation  3 ; thus, the lower the value of A t in Equation 2, the lower the value of D t and therefore, more habituation, as occurs when presenting stimuli with short ISIs.
After the above descriptions, the degree of fit of the proposed functions to the empirical data was evaluated with Pearson's correlation. In Table 1 the fit with the three ISI values employed is shown, first considering only the training data and subsequently including the data of the recovery phase. The correlations are statistically significant (p < .01), higher than r = .810, except for the case that includes the recovery data with a 60-second ISI, implying effect sizes evaluated by means of R 2 with values between .657 and .863, aside from this exception. In Figures 3, 4 , and 5, the fit to the decreasing exponential form of the response in the three intervals considered can be seen.
Comparing the three figures, the expected greater speed of habituation for shorter ISIs can be observed, as well as the poorer fit already in the recovery trials for the 60-second ISI. Note. P = Posture control and motoricity; C = Hand-eye coordination and relationship to objects; L = Language; S = Sociability. 
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Discussion
An habituation model is presented that calculates stimulus activation in real time and that fits the data of the habituation training trials with regard to the exponential decrement of the response and its relations with stimulus intensity and ISI duration. The fit to the data of Rankin and Broster (1992) in the recovery phase is, however, somewhat poorer, especially with the highest ISI employed. In order for our model to fit the data, it should not only decrease the slant of function D in each presentation of the stimulus, which in fact occurs (see Figure 2 ), but this should also occur as the ISI increases, that is, as the duration of the habituation trials increases.
We think that the proposed mathematical functions are useful to simulate the role of filtering out stimuli that habituation carries out for subjects. In this sense, such functions can be the foundation on which to build new functions to simulate Pavlovian and operant associative learning, thus fulfilling the main goal of the more extensive project within which this work is included, and which consists of integrating simulating functions of different kinds of learning in one agent by means of an important reduction of resources.
No doubt, one of the strong points of our model, as mentioned above, is its simplicity, in comparison with other alternatives described in the bibliography (Staddon, 2002; Staddon, Chelaru, & Higa, 2002; Staddon & Higa, 1996 , 1999 , although it does not achieve the predictions of these authors, in particular the prediction about the sensitivity of the presentation rate. However, it is noteworthy that our model introduces habituation functions in an agent where, once implemented, they will lead to association with an important reduction of resources. As the aforementioned authors point out, perhaps it is absolutely necessary to incorporate successive integrating units to measure time at different scales.
